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think of infection in terms of bioburden, which refers to the pres-
ence of bacteria in a wound and the number of microorganisms that 
contaminate an object” and subdivided bioburden into 4 categories: 
(1) contamination-bacteria within a wound without host reaction, 
(2) colonization-bacteria within the wound that multiply or initiate 
a host reaction, (3) critical colonization-bacteria that multiply to 
cause a delay in wound healing, often with increased pain but not 
with an acute host reaction and (4) infection-bacteria that multiply 
and cause a host reaction [15]. It seems logical that the presence of 
greater numbers of bacteria would correlate with the presence and 
severity of a periprosthetic shoulder infection. The results of this 
systematic review point out the paucity of available information, 
knowledge and understanding of the role of quantitative culture in 
the evaluation and management of shoulder PJI.

The limited data available suggests that standard fl uid and tissue 
cultures are bett er than sonication cultures for diagnosis of shoulder 
PJI. However, there is insuffi  cient experience and study of this tech-
nique to make defi nitive evidenced based recommendations. From a 
practical standpoint sonication is not readily available in all institu-
tions. However, it seems that if sonication is used the quantitative 
culture results should reported. 

New culture independent techniques and assays employed to 
identify the presence of bacteria including polymerase chain reac-
tion, next generation sequencing and labeling techniques hold 
promise to aid both in the actual diagnosis of shoulder PJI as well 
as reduce the time to diagnosis. Nevertheless, the results of culture 
remain an important means to identify and characterize patho-
genic microorganisms, to determine antibiotic susceptibility and to 
confi rm the results of culture-independent methods. Previous expe-
rience demonstrates that the actual presence of bacteria does not 
always correlate with clinical manifestations of infection and that 
a number of pathogen and host factors must be considered in the 
diagnosis and management of shoulder PJI.

In summary, the results of prior studies in other specialties 
suggest that determining bacterial load with semi-quantitative and 
quantitative culture assessment in shoulder arthroplasty is of value 
in the evaluation and management of cases in which PJI is  suspected. 
The application of these semi-quantitative and quantitative culture 
results to the evaluation of a failed shoulder arthroplasty requires (1) 
a standardized approach to harvesting specimens (source, number 
and technique), (2) using standardized culturing protocols designed 
to detect the presence of Cutibacterium, (3) standardized approach 
to reporting of the semi-quantitative or quantitative results and (4) 
documentation of the semi-quantitative or quantitative results of 

control specimens from the OR that have not been in contact with 
the patient.
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2.2. DIAGNOSIS: CULTURE TECHNIQUE
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QUESTION 1: What is the optimal culture technique (e.g., culture medium, days of incubation) 
in evaluating patients for shoulder periprosthetic joint infection (PJI)?

RECOMMENDATION: Current evidence suggests that culture of tissue samples for the diagnosis of shoulder PJI is best performed using both 
aerobic and anaerobic conditions. For solid culture media, diagnostic accuracy may be improved by using enrichment media. Fourteen days is 
the most common culture duration cited.

LEVEL OF EVIDENCE: Limited

DELEGATE VOTE: Agree: 100%, Disagree: 0%, Abstain: 0% (Unanimous, Strongest Consensus)
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RATIONALE

PJI of the shoulder is a common indication for revision surgery 
[1]. The organisms that are most commonly responsible include 
Staphylococcus and Cutibacterium acnes (formally Propionibacterium 
acnes). Culture techniques and interpretation of culture results for 
the former are well established, but C. acnes is a ubiquitous skin 
commensal in humans. Therefore, the distinction between it being 
a contaminant versus pathogen is challenging. This is complicated 
by the fact that C. acnes is often associated with few local or systemic 
signs of infl ammation and is often slow to grow in the laboratory. 
Defi ning the optimal culture technique for diagnosis of shoulder PJI 
is, therefore, important. However, even if this were achieved, cultures 
are likely to yield a proportion of false positive results, and, there-
fore, the inclusion of a confi rmatory test in the diagnostic pathway is 
critically needed for the interpretation and corroboration of culture 
results. There are three main variables relating to culture conditions 
for the diagnosis of shoulder PJI. 

Duration of Culture 
In order to optimize detection of all organisms, including C. 

acnes, in upper limb PJI, most authors advise prolonged incubation, 
although the ideal duration has yet to be established. An incubation 
time which is too short may limit the sensitivity; an incubation time 
which is too long results in the isolation of non-diagnostic isolates or 
contaminants, thereby limiting the specifi city. 

Zappe et al. [2], in a retrospective analysis of 139 cases of PJI, 
suggest that Cutibacterium associated infection occurs at a frequency 
comparable to many other pathogens and that the median time to 
culture positivity is 8 days. They advise that tissue samples should be 
incubated for 14 days. 

Schäfer et al. [3] likewise suggested that prolongation of the 
incubation period was associated with an increase in the proportion 
and diversity of positive samples. They recommended an incubation 
period of up to 14 days based especially on late recovery of aerobic 
gram-positive rods and Cutibacterium species.

Similarly, Butler-Wu et al. [4] estimated the median time to posi-
tivity using standard bacteriological methods to be 6 days with a 
range of 2-15. 

Based on such studies, many authors advise a minimum incuba-
tion period of 14 days [5–8] while some advise at least 21 days [1,9]. 

However, prolonged incubation of cultures increases the risk of 
generating false positive results due to sample contamination and, 
therefore, may adversely aff ect the specifi city of the test. A retro-
spective study by Frangiamore et al. [10] suggested that, amongst 46 
cases, median time to C. acnes growth in the probable true-positive 
group was 5 days as compared to 9 days in the probable contaminant 
group (p = 0.002).

Peel et al. [11] demonstrated that, in 117 cases of proven PJI as 
defi ned by the Infectious Disease Society of America (IDSA) criteria, 
the median time to positivity using blood culture bott les was around 
24 hours. Extending anaerobic incubation beyond 7 days yielded a 
diagnosis of PJI in only fi ve additional subjects who fulfi lled the IDSA 
diagnostic criteria and anaerobic blood culture bott les detected 
pathogen growth more rapidly than agar or thioglycolate broth. 

Minassian et al. [12] prospectively analyzed 332 revision arthro-
plasty patients whose surgical samples were processed using both 
blood culture bott les and conventional media. Amongst 66 who had 
microbiologically confi rmed PJI, 65 cases were identifi ed as culture 
positive within 3 days and one at day 8. 

Anaerobic and Aerobic Culture 
PJI caused by strictly anaerobic pathogens is rare but mandates 

careful selection of antimicrobials for optimal therapy. While C. 

acnes is an anaerobic organism, many strains are aerotolerant and 
Butler-Wu et al. [4] suggested a signifi cant and clinically important 
improvement in yield by using aerobic and anaerobic culture condi-
tions. Peel et al. [11], however, suggest litt le advantage of prolonged 
aerobic cultures specifi cally for the diagnosis of C. acnes but reported 
benefi t from extended anaerobic culture. 

Choice of Culture Medium
Conventionally, the laboratory diagnosis of PJI has relied upon 

culture of tissue specimens on solid media (agar) and broth cultures. 
Unless they become visibly turbid, the latt er are terminally sub-
cultured onto agar to detect any non-visible growth in the broth. 
This is time consuming, cumbersome and provides no advantage 
over automated techniques.

Butler-Wu et al. [4] analyzed the accuracy of C. acnes PJI diag-
nosis in 198 revision arthroplasty procedures using four diff erent 
culture media (blood agar, chocolate agar, Brucella agar and brain-
heart infusion (BHI) broth). They found that recovery of C. acnes 
from blood agar was exclusively associated with the presence of 
infection (16 specimens), but all specimens positive for growth 
of C. acnes on blood agar were also positive for growth on at least 
one additional culture medium. BHI yielded the highest number 
false positive results and Brucella agar yielded the highest number 
of true positive results. They suggest that isolation of C. acnes from 
clinically proven infected cases were 6.3 times more likely to have 
two media positive for growth as compared to unproven cases of 
infection (p = 0.002).

Hughes et al. [13] prospectively compared conventional culture 
media and blood culture medium in 849 separate specimens from 
178 patients undergoing arthroplasty revision. They estimated the 
sensitivity and specifi city of blood culture medium to be 87% and 
98% respectively. By comparison, the sensitivity of direct plates and 
cooked meat broth culture were 39% and 83% 

Motwani et al. [14] found that, in 60 cases of pediatric septic 
arthritis caused by any organism, incubation of clinical samples in 
BACTEC blood culture bott les, as compared to conventional agar 
plates, increased the yield from 42% to 71%. 

A prospective study of 369 adults by Peel et al. [11] similarly 
showed that use of blood culture bott les improved bacterial yield 
in comparison to conventional agar and broth culture (92.1% versus 
62.6%, respectively).
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QUESTION 2: Should Cutibacterium acnes (formerly known as Propionibacterium acnes) isolated 
in samples from the shoulder be sub-typed?

RECOMMENDATION: Cutibacterium acnes isolated in samples from the shoulder should not be routinely sub-typed.

LEVEL OF EVIDENCE: Limited

DELEGATE VOTE: Agree: 100%, Disagree: 0%, Abstain: 0% (Unanimous, Strongest Consensus)

RATIONALE

The survey of the studies was conducted by searching PubMed 
since January 1, 2000 in the best match sort order with the following 
query ((Propionibacterium acnes OR Cutibacterium acnes OR P 
acnes)) AND (strain OR types OR typing OR phylogenetic OR ortho-
pedic infection OR prosthetic joint OR arthroplasty OR shoulder 
OR implant OR instrumentation) AND ((“2000/01/01”[PDat]: 
“3000/12/31”[PDat]) AND Humans[Mesh]).

Cutibacterium acnes (formerly known as Propionibacterium acnes 
[1]) is a member of the normal human skin microbiota and is associ-
ated with various infections and clinical conditions. It is frequently 
isolated from prosthetic joints (particularly shoulder arthroplasties) 
and the spine, mainly due to the proximity of these sites to areas of 
skin rich in pilosebaceous glands, where C. acnes reside [2,3].

C. acnes is one of the most frequent microorganisms isolated in 
shoulder periprosthetic joint infection (PJI). In contrast to the knee 
and hip joints, C. acnes has been isolated in 17.6% to 60% of peripros-
thetic shoulder infection cases [4–7]. However, its role in pathogen-
esis has been questioned [8], as up to 60% of patients that grow C. acnes 
from a prosthetic joint have no evidence of acute infl ammation in 
histopathology [9]. Besides that, C. acnes has been present in culture 
specimens during primary shoulder surgery [10–12], and it has been 
identifi ed as a common contaminant of the surgical fi eld [13]. One 
possible explanation for these observations is that standard skin 
surface preparation cannot eliminate C. acnes in a high percentage 
of individuals, thus favoring inoculation from the more superfi cial 
dermal structures into the deep tissues during surgery [14].

Within the last 10 years, phylogenetic studies based on single 
and multilocus gene sequencing, as well as whole-genome analyses 
have provided valuable insights into the genetic population struc-
ture of C. acnes, particularly in the context of health and disease. The 
bacterium has an overall clonal structure, and its isolates can be clas-
sifi ed into a number of phylogroups designated types IA1, IA2, IB, IC, 
II and III [15–17]. These types appear to display diff erences in associa-
tions with specifi c types of infections and vary in the production of 
putative virulence determinants, infl ammatory potential, antibiotic 
resistances, aggregative properties and morphological character-

istics. However, uncertainty still exists regarding the exact clinical 
relevance of these phylogroups, as well as the wider issue of whether 
isolates recovered from diff erent clinical samples are truly represent-
ative of infection in all contexts or are simply skin contaminants or 
passive bystanders within a sample [15]. 

Since C. acnes can be isolated as a pathogen or a contaminant, 
it can be diffi  cult to interpret clinical signifi cance simply based on 
its isolation. In addition, subacute and chronic shoulder PJI typi-
cally present with low-grade, indolent clinical features and normal 
laboratory infl ammatory markers, which further confounds this 
distinction [15–17]. Microbial characteristics that indicate whether 
the isolated C. acnes is a likely cause of orthopaedic implant infection 
versus a colonizing agent would be clinically useful. In a prospective 
study conducted by Sampedro et al. [18], the phylotype of Cutibacte-
rium had no clear association with infection or colonization of failed 
orthopaedic implants [10]. To date, no clear association between 
phylotypes and infection/colonization or outcome of infection has 
been reported [13].

Considering this uncertainty over clinical relevance and utility 
and considering the high costs and limited availability in clinical 
microbiology laboratories, we suggest that Cutibacterium acnes 
isolated in samples from the shoulder should not be routinely 
specifi ed according to phylogroups. Rather, these techniques 
should be reserved for research purposes. Studies focusing on 
the determination of phylotypes and identifi cation of virulence 
factors associated with deep infection should be encouraged, since 
these tools may become useful to improve diagnosis by means of 
the development of new techniques to identify target strains that 
can cause infection [3].
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